Learning Multimedia Management Strategy at Home During Learning from Home
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Abstract

The extraordinary development of technology followed by changes in human life in all fields also impacts the behavior of technology users and consumer behavior than multimedia, all of which have accelerated changes both in terms of multimedia transformation and in the form of business models that use multimedia. This study will discuss how multimedia strategies and their sustainable governance will impact distance learning that has been practiced so far as part of the effort to respond, namely learning from home. Because the impact of this media is quite significant, the parties, including parents who have to guide their children's learning, must also get a good understanding of how their strategy is to manage multimedia management for their children's learning considering that today multimedia technology has become like food that must be adequately served, really not contaminated with viruses or other toxins. This study utilizes data from the latest findings from previous publications from the book, journals, and other websites that contribute to the voice of technology and its impact on its users. Based on the results of the study of these data sources and a very detailed discussion, we finally got a new entry where parents must gain an understanding of multimedia applications and also how to use them and their uses so that parents and students can take advantage of multimedia for their learning success and life.
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INTRODUCTION

Multimedia governance is a challenging task because, for example, the firm must search for data that allows the data to be accessed and large data formats that will be useful for multimedia users (Bhatt & Kankanhalli, 2011; Putra & Aslan, 2020). So various studies must be conducted to understand how multimedia governance is good for business, work, and educational and teaching research that uses multimedia in normal conditions, especially during crises (Rapanta et al., 2020). This was very unexpected when the world hit COVID-19, hitting the world including Indonesia, where all government, business, and education activities stopped instantly; the solution shown was based on the recommendations of the United Nations, in this case, UNESCO to deal with education problems (Djalante et al., 2020; Putra et al., 2020; Aslan et al., 2020; Manullang et al., 2021). World institutions propose and require that education be managed remotely with the help of technology or multimedia learning according to their respective abilities (Huang et al., 2020).

Talking about distance education then means talking about how multimedia can assist effective learning. So, in this case, the task of the multimedia manager is to try to understand the usefulness of the function of how to work and everything related to multimedia governance for learning from home (Kpolovie & Lale, 2017; Sudarmo et al., 2021). When it comes to learning at home, one of the most challenging things was learning from home, and we understand together that not all parents understand multimedia (Pinter, 2017). So here, there is a dependence on media managers in schools from certain institutions to assist so that families, especially parents of students, just as much as possible understand and be able to apply the basics of multimedia that will help student learning during learning at home (Rose, 2020). Understanding starts from how to manage finances to be able to get multimedia services effectively and efficiently.

Another problem is how this multimedia can become a learning center for community learning. It means that the community of students, parents, and teachers must establish a link that connects one computer to another. So this is a basic understanding that multimedia is a network of simultaneously interconnected work (Lieberman & Pointer Mace, 2010; Putra, Mizani, et al., 2020). In this case, not all parents can get support from users and multimedia specialists. They know in this case, it is for home learning to be successful, so here is where professionals are needed to assist parents so that they understand how to use technology simply (Churiyah et al., 2020).

Indeed, speaking of multimedia here, it is required to have less self-reliance on technology systems because this is a prerequisite without any particular understanding, for example, how we understand domain-specific metadata files (Hjørland, 2008). How to use the control system on the use of multimedia and how to deal with the problem of the data usage domain are essential skills, how to critique metadata so that everyone can use it (Nyeem et al., 2013). As for pictorial cases in nature, scientific ones, this also needs support from parents. The school institution should help parents understand how to manage quality multimedia (Senge et al., 2012). Then the data that can be adequately controlled and there are all open services are
limited, so the system often does this multimedia service leads to specialists' rules. So that the story is scientific in nature and high quality can be understood well so that multimedia becomes a work format that is always from analog to digital, all of these are ways of using bandwidth that really must be transferred and controlled with various supports on the internet parents of students (Powell et al., 2010).

Ideally, every school should have multimedia specialists who are willing to get help so that the school does not blame the way children use multimedia when learning is based on distance (Rottinghaus, 2012). For example, how access can be achieved, how children can find the things they are looking for, then particular things, and that is something that must be provided by multimedia administrators so that parents understand a little and can use it practically and straightforwardly (Shanafelt et al., 2020). In the world of multimedia governance, this is an outstanding career where multimedia governance must be supported by adequate human resources (Bryson, 2018). Those who have special knowledge and education in technology will later be a coordinator of multimedia production. Then there is one to understand as a production manager. Then some help in the field of a website browser, the journalist section who will record videos, take photos, and all kinds of other functions (Briggs, 2013).

Furthermore, some functions are like digital broadcast reporters. So here, multimedia administrators have to have specialist areas to do it themselves (Wallace, 2013). Some things can be given to other people, for example, technical problems that are writing activities, then how can this multimedia writer know the essential things to know when managing multimedia (Perez & Cremedas, 2014). There is a marketing section or a promo section; any relevant lesson content is given. The ease and no part of bloggers and happy news is also a position to be done (Lieb, 2012). For example, being a manager in the marketing department, there are also some public relations and many multimedia things that are growing day by day (Keller, 2010). This is where at least parents should understand how multimedia is used at home to help students during learning disruptions at school and open online classes from home (C. J. Wang et al., 2020).

METHODS

First, we repeat that this study aims to understand multimedia management and strategies for learning from home. Immediately after understanding the problem of this situation, we then conducted an electronic search for supporting data in several databases of journal publications, proceeding books, and databases of multimedia websites and learning from home (Maxwell, 2012). The next activity is a study by analyzing the data findings through a coding system for critical data evaluation, in-depth interpretation, and extracting digests which we believe are valid in answering each question of this study (Roller & Lavrakas, 2015). After a process of analysis and in-depth study under a phenomenological approach, we can finally conclude that this study is a critical study to be understood by school leadership teachers and parents, and students. From implementation to reporting, we chose a descriptive qualitative research design in which we tried to gain an in-depth understanding of every phenomenon related to multimedia and the latest technology that supports distance learning during the pandemic (Lewis, 2015). In designing the reporting format, we followed several qualitative reviews of publications and literature reviews carried out by previous exports to get enough models and guidelines (Pathak et al., 2013).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Understanding multimedia in learning

Based on a review of several related documents on organizing multimedia management for learning to find a home. The results of our study found, among other things, that based on the results of the analysis that learning during this pandemic is closely related to the use of adequate multimedia so that the learning process as much as possible can be assisted by multimedia or digital media where the class has been closed, it will be replaced with online classes or online learning (Mehta et al., 2020). So, here, the first understanding is that learning during this pandemic is loaded with understanding technology in applications and the ability to run the application to carry out the learning determined by the curriculum even during the covid-19 pandemic (Zydney & Warner, 2016; Aslan, 2019; Aslan & Wahyudin, 2020). So after analyzing the needs needed to support learning during the pandemic, the next step is how parents try to work together with teachers and students so that for the first time before studying learning content, of course, parents and students must have the ability to use and apply this multimedia. So, it provides benefits in terms of learning (Mulenga & Marbán, 2020).

This understanding of the ability to operate multimedia is reasonable because the subjects served from investments and schools are all using multimedia (Chao et al., 2020). Therefore, multimedia management is essential to understand and understand how to use it both by parents, teachers, and students themselves (Bryant, 2010). Moreover, students who are still in their lower school classes are very dependent on the support and assistance of their parents, for example, in dealing with audio problems, how to handle videos about text images and how to enable interaction between the school teachers and also how to design animations so that this is truly a multimedia realm that is indeed simple but allows for more learning (DeVoss & Eidman-Aadahl, 2010).

Multimedia and students in a millennial time

It must be admitted that today's students are millennials who are already more familiar with multimedia, especially those related to the world of young people (Hashim, 2018). However, in terms of multimedia in learning, we believe that they are also more enthusiastic than their parents because, since the conflict with learning disorders caused by Covid-19, students are indeed getting used to the world of technology where they have been exposed a lot to the use of technology (Holland & Piper, 2016). However, as far as possible, how this multimedia can be arranged and studied again to give birth to new creativity oriented to how to make student learning successful (DiLullo et al., 2011).

How they understand the topic of learning then how they can produce the topic in the form of media, students can design, and the stages in evaluating success (Esteves et al., 2017). This is all part of the task of students, teachers, and parents on how they design learning. The good thing is how they can make digital illustrations of their study documents. How they do photo activities, how they do audio editing tasks and many other things that are the ability to design websites, how to make animated cartoons, so this learning does not seem monotonous but becomes something that attracts the attention of all learning participants (Vaid et al., 2021).

As the author observed when implementing online learning, the government's policy response efforts left some worries and problems where most teachers have not been able to apply and adapt themselves as teachers ready to support learning with multimedia. This is one of the issues that must be helped so that online learning conditions do not stop so that learning...
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During the pandemic does not worsen. This multimedia and governance issue is a problem that requires joint attention, so teachers must be able to help students with the use of multimedia tools even at a basic level (Reimers et al., 2020). For example, when designing a project-based learning activity with multimedia, if the teachers are still confused, it is feared that students at home will find it even more difficult. Even though this is an opportunity for teachers to demonstrate their ability to help students who study at home, it is challenging for teachers to immediately overcome the difficulties and obstacles faced by students (Pal et al., 2020).

Furthermore, the problem is even more significant when learning occurs, but many students still do not have the slightest knowledge about online learning governance (Al-Balas et al., 2020). Not to mention that there are still many students constrained by internet access, including equipment procurement. However, here we will try to discuss the nature of governance and how the existing elephant instruments can be optimized as quickly as possible and overcome all the challenges (Hamid et al., 2020). So that at least students' learning tasks during the period can be directly enabled, even with all the disturbing problems, but at least parents can help students (Pandey et al., 2021).

Another big problem is that when learning occurs, there are still many students who do not have the slightest knowledge readiness about the use of multimedia learning, and not to mention there are still many students who are constrained by internet access and including the procurement of technology devices (Al-Balas et al., 2020). However, here we will try to discuss the nature of governance, how existing technological instruments can be optimized as much as possible and can overcome all the challenges that exist so that at least students' learning tasks during difficult times can be carried out adequately. So, it can happen even with all the annoying problems. However, teachers and parents can help students be active in multimedia learning (Sudarsana et al., 2018).

Indeed, in this case, through the Ministry of Education, the government should have some reference or manual that must be conveyed to teachers and parents about multimedia management. However, this is one thing that is impossible because the corona outbreak itself happened suddenly and not only happened to students but was a collective problem internationally (Ali, 2020). So it requires wisdom and intelligence on how the leadership of each country and school teachers to adapt and transfer knowledge as much as possible to students so that they can organize with simple principles so that online or online learning problems can achieve good results wherever possible (Woolf, 2010).

This is one of the crises that will impact the other where the health crisis with the pandemic turns out to impact the drop in business and education (Iglesias-Pradas et al., 2021). In particular, is student learning with this multimedia, so this is a perfect opportunity to allow teachers to understand knowledge in learning, how the ability for education supported by this technology is multimedia management as well as teachers who have to be updated to be able to overcome their problems (Dawes, 2012). Several steps can be taken when talking about the character of teachers in terms of multimedia in making learning successful under challenging times, such as hitting the world of education (Ahied et al., 2020).

The first step is to design training and capacity building for teachers in dealing with multimedia. Moreover, in this case, the word multimedia is something related to technology in education, so teachers will not overcome current problems (Reis et al., 2010). In terms of teaching, if the potential and abilities of teachers are not optimized according to the needs of the field they face. The conditions described above are classic problems in which countries are still
developing (Colliot & Jamet, 2018). Many potential teachers must be developed with various orientations and maximum training so that multimedia problems among teachers can be addressed as soon as possible. This is also a big problem if we want to solve problems from the root (Chen, 2020).

So the government cannot expect teachers to cope on their own because this requires responsibility and the dedication and professionalism of the teachers (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2015). We know that not all teachers can overcome their problems because not all teachers have a single perception of motivation and dedication to solve problems and work to achieve goals following the position and substance of the education they want (Guan et al., 2018). So the ideal step to take is to improve the quality of teachers in terms of handling and training techniques as well as training for the preparation of students, namely students must also be equipped with the ability to use computer basics or multimedia learning so that learning at this time will be helped and also do not forget the briefing to parents and guardians of students (Malik & Agarwal, 2012).

Benefits of multimedia in education

Multimedia is associated with the ability to present data in text, sound, animation, images, audio, and programs that make the learning experience more impressive and unforgettable, from a bona fide perspective to deep learning (T. Juang Wang, 2010). A deep understanding of multimedia in a learning environment is very bona fide, where the relationship between what is provided by multimedia and its relation to the student's brain (Li & Jeong, 2020). In terms of how the impression of multimedia gives new nuances to the development of students' brains, both as the development of verbal abilities and visual development (Scheibe & Rogow, 2011) from the content displayed by multimedia was essential. Thus, understanding the content presented through this multimedia will support transferring lesson content from the source and automatically be readily accepted by the student's brain because this multimedia can impress with exciting content (Scheibe & Rogow, 2011). Moreover, increase the level of thinking and how learning problems can be solved with these existing skills in terms of multimedia in deep learning (Alismail & McGuire, 2015).

Another advantage is with multimedia, where teachers and students together look for learning content. So far, using this book is very slow. However, with the intelligence of this technology, it can provide fast, easy, and light access to processing. From the existing raw materials of information and data with multimedia capabilities, it becomes desired because the working power of technology is different. With manual labor by humans, in other words, multimedia allows information and communication to occur so quickly and measurably structured and well planned (Liukkonen & Tsai, 2016).

Moreover, the last part is how multimedia becomes an explorer rather than the rest of the world, whatever the star, so this multimedia can make it seem as if these students and teachers can explore a world that is so big, but with technology, everything becomes instant (Gilakjani, 2012). A little more to add with this multimedia learning will immediately have an immediate impact on the growth of a student's learning where the impact will be different from the way traditional learning methods work (Clark & Mayer, 2016). Thus, there can be no doubt that this technology is a profitable business both for business managers and its impact on consumers, namely consumers of education, and can also criticize informal learning that is genuinely conducive and fertile for student learning (Murakami-Ramalho et al., 2013). So that it is not in vain to use this media in learning that is being hit by crises, both natural disaster crises
and crises such as what happened in the plague disaster that is being experienced by the world today (Shafi et al., 2020).

CONCLUSION

This section can conclude the points from the initial part of data collection, analysis, and concluding. We repeat the purpose of this paper is to get a deep understanding of the development of multimedia in learning, especially to respond to the learning period from home in helping students, teachers, and parents so that learning during a crisis can be a solution with an understanding of multimedia. To answer this core problem, we have conducted an in-depth study and interpretation of every evidence of previous findings, and we believe that the presentation of our results has answered the question of this study as much as possible; what about the evidence that we presented with accurate data from 10 years ago. As for the critical points that are the conclusions of this paper, based on the study and discussion, we conclude that, among others, we have gained an understanding of multimedia for learning specifically, namely distance learning at home; these findings have been supported by other findings in the context of multimedia-based learning efforts, for learning solutions disrupted by a global pandemic.

In the explanation above, we process Kanya through understanding the problem first so that we can interpret any data findings relating to the understanding of technology, especially multimedia learning and solutions to educational problems with all the advantages of multimedia such as presenting audio-visual text and other animations and this is very relevant to learning for students who are categorized as millennials who are not far from their lives with the most advanced technological infrastructure. The next point is that we state that multimedia and sued on are inseparable; in other words, the millennial generation will be more productive and innovative when they are offered learning aids, namely multimedia, especially when the world is being hit by the covid disaster where the government implements socialization policies and closes all education and investment but continuing to learn online, here the presence of multimedia is a very innovative solution, productive and with better results.

Then in the last section, we describe some of the benefits of multimedia in education. At the end of this chapter, it is appropriate that we present the advantages of multimedia in its application at a time when education is being disrupted by a pandemic so that both teachers, parents, and students have alternative learning that has been proven effective and innovative in learning in the millennial century.
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